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PART THE FIRST. 

CHAPTER I. 

MECHANICS. 

Of the general Properties of Bodies, and the first 

Principles of llfecltanics. • 

ARTICLE 1. 

PRELIML.1'1ARY RJ::MARKS. 

ALTHOUGH there are many good, practical \.vorkmen 
who are entirely ignorant of the theory of mechanics as 
a science, it \vill be universally ackno\vledged that an 
acquaintance \vith the general properties of matter, and 
the laws of motion \vould not only be gratifying to every 
intelligent mind, but would introduce a certainty into 
many mechanical operations ,vhich would ensure their 
success: and this is a truth, \vith the importance of 
which the author of this ,vork \Vas so fully impressed, 
that he devoted a whole chapter to its consideration. 
The present editor has thought it best to alter and mo
dify the original work, but he has been careful not only 
to relate all that appeared to hin1 important in it, but to 
make. such additions, and give such an arrangement to 
the whole, as have appeared to him calculated to place 
the subjects of which it treats in a more familiar light. 
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10 .l\:IECHANICS. [Chap. 1 . 

It is only, ho\vever, those properties of bodies, and 
those la\VS of n1otion, which 1nost intimately concern the 
practical n1echanician, that it is thought proper, here, 
to treat at any length, as any thing farther \Vould be en
tirely foreign to the object of this work. 

ARTICLE 2. 

ON THE ESSENTIAL PROPERTIES OF BODIES. 

There are certain properties of bodies which belong 
to matter in all it3 forn1s; these arc called its essential 
properties, as they are those ,vithout \Vhich it cannot ex
ist: these are Extension, Figure, lmjJenetrability, IJivi
sibilit.lJ, JJfobility, Inertia, and .Jl.ttraction. 

Extension. \'Ve beco1ne acquainted ,vith the exist
ence of n1atter only by the space ,vhich it occupies. 
We cannot conceive of a body ,vithout length, breadth, 
and thickness, ,vhich are the three din1ensions of exten
sion. These vary greatly from each other in different 
bodies; and in some they are all equal to each other, 
as in the sphere and the cu9e. 

Figure, or shape, is the necessary result of extension, 
and constitutes its limits. ,.fhe business of the machinist 
is to give to various substances those figures, or shapes, 
which shall adapt them to his purpose. 

Impenetrability i:s that property, by which a body oc
cupies a certain space, ,:vhich cannot, at the same tin1e, 
be occupied by another body. If a nail be driven into 
a piece of wood, it rernoves a portion of the latter out 
of its \Vay. Water and other fluids may be made to en
ter the pores of ,vood, but it is manifest that two dis
tinct particles of matter cannot exist in the same space 
with each other. 

Divisibility is the susceptibility of matter to be divided 
into any number of parts. If, in conceiving of the minute
ness of the particles of matter, \Ve carry the imagina
tion to its utmost limits, we 1nust confess that a single 
Jlarticle 1nust contain as many halves, quarters, and 
eighths, as the largest 1nasses. We are not to conclude 
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from this, ho\vever, tl1at n1atter is actually infinitely di .. 
visible, although it is mathe1natically so. It is probable 
that the Creator has forn1ed n1asses of 1natter of certain 
n1inute particles, \vhich are infinit:ly har�, and inca.t _ .pable, from their nature, of mechanical d1v1s10�. 

Jifobility is one of those essential properties of mat�er, 
,vhich for1n the very foundation of operative mechanics, 
as it is the capability of 1natter to be moved from the 
place, or space, ,vhich it no\v occupies. No mecha
nical operation, indeetl, or any other change, can be 
effected in matter without motion. 

Inertia, or inactivity, is that negative property of 
matter by ,vhicl1 it resists every change of state, ,vhe
ther of rest or of 1notion. I3y this tern1 ,ve mean to ex
press the fact that n1atter is po,verless; that if at rest, it 
has nothing ,vithin itself tending to put it into motion; 
and if in n1otion, its o,vn tendency is to continue to move, 

· which it ,vould consequently do perpetual1y, but for 
. those extraneous resistances to which every thing upon 

the surface of the earth is subjected. The ter1n vis iri
ertia, or the llO\ver of inertia, is altogether objectiona
ble, althougl1 it is very frequently etnploycd. If inertia 
,vere a po\ver existing in a body, it 1nust be in son1e defi
nite quantity, capable of being expressed in nutnhers, 
and of resisting a force less than itself; but it is a fact, 
that any force impressed, ho,vever small, ,viii move any 
body, ho\vever great. 

,ll.ttraetion is that po,ver ,vh icll exists in particles 
or in 1nasses, of n1attcr, by \vhich they tend to a1)proacl1 
each other. It has been divided into five kinds: tl1e 
attraction of Gravitation, of Co!iesion, or aggregation, of 
!fagnetism, of Elcctricit.l/, and Cheniical attra,ctiori. It 
1s the t,vo former only of these attractions ,.vhich claim 
particular attention in their relationship to n1echanics .. 

The attraction of coliesiort is that po\ver hy which par.ticles of matter become united together and form 1nasses. 
\Ve could conceive of the existence of n1atter ,vithout at
traction, but it tnnst be in its original constituent parti
cles only, unformed into n1asses; all matter, ho\vevcr, is 
manifestly en<lo,ve<l ,vith this property, and its particles 
are, therefore, c::tpable of being unite<l together. In order 
that the attraction of cohesion may l>c exerted, it is nc-
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cessary that the particles of matter be in contact with 
each other, as it does not take place at sensible dis
tances. By sawing, filing, grinding, and many other 
mechanical operations, we destroy the attraction of co
hesion; and this, indeed, is the great object of these pro
cesses. In those bodies ,vhich are capable of under
going fusion, as the metals, we can readily restore this 
attraction, by subjecting the disentegrated particles to 
this process. 

The attraction of Gravitation is manifested in masses 
as well as in particles o; 1natter; by it all the bodies in na
ture tend to approach each other. The sun, the earth, 
the moon, and all the planets, notwithstanding their 
immense distances,- are subjected to this universal 
la\V. A stone, or other substance, if unsupported,
falls to the earth, in consequence of the attraction exist
ing between it and the earth. What we ca11 weight, 
results from this attraction, and is the measure of its 
force or po,,ver, in different bodies. The weight of a 
body is the sum of the attractive force exerted upon its 
individual particles. A piece of lead, weighing t\vo 
pounds, contains twice as many particles as another 
weighing but one pound, and it is therefore dravvn to 
the earth \vith double the force. It rnight be supposed
that, in consequence of this double quantity of attrac
tion, the piece of t\vo pounds ,vould fall with double the 
velocity of that of one pound; but, upon making the ex
periment, the time of their fall will be precisely the 
same in each. This arises from the inertia of matter, 
by which, \vhen at rest, it tends to remain so; and, there
fore, to move a double quantity \Vith the same velocity, 
must require a double force. Gravitation must be con
sidered as acting equa11y on each particle, an<l conse
quently, there exists no reason why a piece \veighing
two pounds should fall \.vith any greater rapidity than 
,voulcl its t\VO halves, were it divided. Light bodies, 
which expose a Jarge surface to the air, are retarded 
in their fall by the resistance \vhich it presents; were 
that rernoved, a feather would fall with the same veloci
ty as a piece of lead. 

rfhis fact is of high importance in practical mecha
nics, as, in the greater nutnher of instances, gravitation 



to rest, is always proportional to the force producing 

3. Action and reaction are al\vays equal, and 1n di
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is the active agent in moving mach�nes; and in the �on_struct1on of all, it is an element which must enter into 
the calculation of their power. 

ARTICLE 3. 

AXIOMS, OR L,\WS, OF MOTION A.ND REST. 

1. Every body in a state of rest, ,vill remain so; and 
every body in motion, will continue to move in a right 
line, until a change is effected by the agency of some 
mechanical force. 

2. The change frotn rest to motion, and from motion 

these changes. .. . 

rections contrary to each othert; or, ,vhen two bodies 
act upon each other, the forces are always equal, and 
directed to\vards contrary parts. 

The first of these laws results, necessarily, from the 
inertia of 1natter. The assertion, however, that a body 
in motion would continue to move in a right line, may 
require some illustration. That motion when once com-
1nunicated ,vould 11ever cease, is fairly inferred from the 
fact, that the motion is continue(l in the exact propor
tion in ,vhich the obstruction is din1inishe<l. A pendulum 
,vill vibrate longer in air than in water, and longer still in 
an exhausted receiver, and stops at last in consequence of 
the friction on its points of suspension, and the imper
fection of the vacu u1n. 

When a stone is thrown in a horizontal direction, as 
n1otion is constantly retarded, it also n1oves in a curve, 
and eventually falls to the ground. The retardation, in 
this case, is exactly proportioned to the density of the 
air, and the curve in which it moves is the consequence 
of the force of gravity, ,vhich is al,vays drawing it to
\vards the earth : the curve in which it moves is deter
mined by this kno,vn force, and is precisely propor
tionate to it. It necessarily follows, that, if the cause 
of retardation, and of deflexion were both removed, that 
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the body woul d  continue its course in a right line. The 
preceding retnarks n1ay serve to i�lustrate the second, as 
well as the first la,v. 

The third Ia,v is confir1ned bv all our observations on 
the motions of the heavenly bodies, and by all our expe-
riments. If a glass bottle be struck by a ha1n1ner, or a 
hammer by a glass bottle, the bottle ,vil l  in  either case 
be broken by the san1e degree of moving po,ver : \Vere 
the hamn1er equally fragile \Vith the bottle, both ,vould 
be broken. If a stone be thro,vn- against a pane of glass, 
the glass ,vi11 be broken, and the stone be retarded, in 
exact proportion to the resistance offered by the glass. 

To assert the contrary of this la,v_, \Vould be to n1ain
tain an absurdity; for if action and reaction be not equal, 
one must be greater than the otl1er, which would be to 
say that the effect ,vas greater than, or not equal to, the 
cause. 

AR1'ICLE 4 . 
.. 

ON AnSOLVTE AND RETJATJVJ,J MOTION. 

The idea intended to he conveyc<l by the tern1 1nn
tion, i s  too familiar to require a <lefinition. 

Motio11 is .  either absolute, or relative . 
.11.bsolute 1notion is the removal of a body from one 

part of space to another, as the motion of the earth in  
its orbit. 

Relative 1notion, is the cliange of place ,vhich one body 
undergoes in relationshiJ> totanother: such, for example, 
as the difference of motion 111 the flight of two birds, or 
the sailing of t,vo ships. 

\Vere all the articles upon the surface of the earth to 
retain their respective situations, they \vould still be in 
absolute motion \\·ith the earth in space, but they ,voulcl 
experience no relative motion, and \Vould appear to us 
to be at rest. 

In the thcorv of 1ncchanics, 1nuch information i s  de-• v 

heavenly bodies in their absolute motions ; but, in  prac-
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tical mechanics, we have to do with relative motion,
only. 

On, equable, accelerated, and retarded Motion. 

Time must, of  necessity, enter into the idea of  mo• 
tion, as it is the measure of  its velocity. Thus, a body
which passes the distance o f  two miles in an hour, moves 
,vith twice the velocity of  another, which, in the same 
time, travels but one mile. 

A body in  motion may continue to move with the same 
velocity throughout its whole coursen; its 1notion is then•said to be equable : or, 

Its 1notion may be perpetually increasing, as is the 
case ,vith falling bodies. This is denominated accele
'rated motion,. 

Retarded 1notion, is that ,vhich is continually de• 
creasing; such is the motion of a stone, or of a cannon 
ball, projected perpendicularly up,vards. 

The cause of the equable acceleration of falling bodies, • 
and the retardation of such as are projected ut>,vards 
from the earth, will be rendered clear, by attending to 
the article on falling bodies. 

ARTICLE 5. 

OF MOME:O.TUM. 

It is known to every one that if the velocity of a moving
body be increased, the force ,vith ,vhich it ,vill strike 
against another body will be increased alson: the fact is 
equ�lly fan1iliar, that if the weight of a body in motion 
be increased, the result will be similar. It is evident, 
th�refore, �hat the force with which a body in 1notion 
strikes against another body, n1ust be in the co1npound 
ratio of its �elocity, and its mass, or quantity. of matter. 
Th�s force 1� called its momentitJn, ,vhich is the product
of 1 �s quan,ti ty of niatter multiplied by its quantity of _
1noti�n; or, 1n other words, its weight 1nultiplied by its 
velocity. 
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The effects produced by the collision of bodies against 
each other differ greatly in those which are elastic, from 
those that are nonelastic, which will be more particular
ly noticed presently. 

ARTICLE 6. 

ON POW.ER, OR FORCE, AND ON THE MOTIVE FOWER. 

Force, or Power, in a mechanical sense, is that which 
causes a change in the state of a body, from motion to 
rest, or from rest, to motion. 

When two or more forces act upon a body, in such a 
way as to destroy the operation of each other, there is 
then said to be an equilibrium of forces. 

The Motive Powers, are those which we employ to 
produce motion in machines : these are, the strength of 
men, and of other animals; the descent of weights; the 
force of water in motion; wind, or the motion of the air; 
the elasticity of springs, and the elastic force of steam. 
The whole of these are included in the two principles of 
Gravitation and Elasticity. 

Attempts have been made to employ other agents as 
motive powers, but these have either failed altoge
ther, or have not been attended with that success ,vhich 
justifies the giving to them a place in a practical ,vork. 
Among these may be mentioned magnetism; electricity; 
condensed air; air rendered more elastic by heating it; 
explosive gases and fulminating compounds. 

ARTICLE 7. 

ON THE EFFECT OF COLLISION, OR IMPACT. 

The striking of bodies against each other is deno
minated collision, or impact. 

Bodies are divided into elastic, and nonelastic. By 
· elastic bodies are intended those which resume their di-



same d1rect1on with different velocities, in1pinge upon 
e�ch other, ther will move on  together after the stroke 
,v1t!1 sue? veloc1�y, as, being n1ulti plied into the sum of 
their weights, will produce the sun1 of the momentums 
which they had before the strok�: that is, if each weigh. 
one pound, and A has 3, and B 4 degrees of velocity, 
the sum of their n1omentums is 1 2 ;  1 x8 r- 1  x4=12: then 
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mensions and form, when the force which changed then1 
is retnoved. Nonelastic bodies are those \:vhich not only 
change their for1ns, \vhen struck, but ren1ain permanent!Y 
altered in this particular. 1\lthough there are no solid 
bo<lies \.vhich possess either of these properties �n per
fection, yet the <liff erence bet,veen tho�e ,vh1c!1 are _most, and those \vhich are least elastic, 1 s  sufficiently 
great to justify the <livision. 

Ivory, and har<lened steel are eminently elastic. Such 
bodies, when struck together, beco1ne flattened at the 
point of contact; but i1nn1e<liately resuming their form, 
they react upon each other, and rebound. Lead and 
soft clay arc nonelastic: if two balls of either of these 
substances be struck together, a permanent flattening is 
produced at their points of contact, and they d� not 
rebound. 

If two nonelastic bodies, A and B, fig. 1, each having · ' 

the same quantity of 1natter, move to\vards each other 
with equal velocities, they will co1ne into contact, as at 
A B, in the centre, ,vhere they \.Vill ren1ain at rest after 
the stroke, because their mo1nentums were equal, and in 
opposite directions. That is, if each have two pounds of 
matter, and a velocity \vhich we may call ten, the rno
mentum of each is twenty; and just sufficient, therefore, 
to destroy each other. 

If, on the contrary, the bodies be perfectly elastic, 
they will recede from each other ,vith the sa1ne velocity 
with which they 1net. In the former case, a permanents· 
indentation was produced on the bodies; in the pre
s;nt, the flattening is instantaneous only, and the par
ticles resuming their forn1er position and arrangement,
react upon each other \vith a force equal to their action,
and, after the stroke, recede with undiminished velo
city.

If tw? no�elastic bodies, A and B fig. 2 moving in the 

3 
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after the stroke their velocity ,vill be 6; ,vhich multi
plied into their quantity of matter 2, produces 12� The 
quantity of 1notion before and after the stroke, or, which 
is the same thing, their momentums, will be unchanged. 

If, on the contrary, they had both been elastic, and 
movingas before, then, after the stroke, A would have 
moved with four, and B with eight degrees of velocity : 
they would consequently have interchanged velocities, 
but the quantity of motion would remain unchanged. 

If A and B be nonelac:.tic bodies, equal in quantity of 
matter, and A moving with a velocity 10, come into 
contact with B at rest, they will move on together with 
the velocity 5.  The quantity of motion will therefore 
remain unchanged, a double mass moving with one half 
the velocity. If the bodies A aod B be both elastic, B, af
ter the stroke, will fly off with the velocity IO, and A 
will remain at rest. The quantity of 1notion will, as be
fore, remain unchanged. To understand this difference 
between elastic and nonelastic bodies, we may suppose 
that ,vhen the two elastic bodies come into contact with 
each other, they tend to move on together, like the non
elastic, with one half the velocity of the body A ;  that is, 
A gives half its motion to B ;  but, being elastic, the im
pinging parts, ,vhich give way, instantaneously resume 
their form, and react upon each other with a force equal 
to their first action, which drives A back with a velocity 
5, and B forward with an equal velocity: the effect of 
which must be to ·]eave A at rest, and to accumulate 
the whole motion in B. 

ARTICLE 8. 

ON COMPOUND MOTION. 

Ir a body be struck by two equal forces, in contrary 
directions, it will remain unmoved; but if the forces, in
stead of acting on the body in directions exactly oppo
site, strike i t  in two directions inclined to each other, 
motion will be communicated to the body so struck; but 
its direction will not be that of either of the striking ho-

,j 
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dies, but somewhere bet\veen then1, dependent upon the 
power of the -blo,vs respectively. The motion in this 
case is n1anifestly cornpounde<l of the two possessed by
the striking bodies, and is therefore called a compound 
motion. 

If a body A, fig. 4, receive two strokes, ors impulses _at the same time, in different directions, one ,vh1ch \vould 
propel it fron1 A to B i n  a given tin1e, and another _which \vould propel i t  from A to D in  an equal t1m�,
then this compound force \vill 'J)ropel i t  from A to C, 1 n  
the same time i n  \vhich it would have arrived at H or 1) 
by one in1puJse only. If lines be dra,vn from C, to join 
B, and D, the parallelogram A B C D, \vill be formed, 
in the diagonal of ,vhich the compound 1notion was per
forn1ed. If the t,vo i1npulses had been equal, then A D  
would be equal to A B, and the parallelogra1n "·ould be
come a square. 

ARTICLE 9. 
OF NON-ELASTICITY, AND OF FLUIDITY, IN I�IPINGING BODIES. 

If A and B, fig. 3, be two columns of matter in mo
tion, meeting each other, and equal in  non-elasticity, 
quantity, and velocity, they will meet at the dotted line 
e e, destroy each other's motion, and remain at rest, pro-
vided none of their parts separate. 

But if A be elastic, and B non-elastic, ,vhen they 1neet 
atse e, B will give \Vay by battering up, and both will 
move a little farther; that is, half the distance that B 
shortens. 

But if B be a column of fluid, and ,vhen it -strikes A, 
flies of in  a lateral direction perpendicular to A, then 
whatever is the stun total of the momentums of these par
ticles laterally, has not been con1municatetl to A.  

But \Vith what proportion of the striking velocity the 
fluid, after the stroke, will move i n  the lateral <lirection, 
I do not find determined; but fro1n some experiments I 
have n1ade, I suppose it to be more than one half; be
cause \vater falling four feet, and striking a horizontal 
plane \vith 16,2 feet velocity \vill cast some fe\v drops to 
the distance of 9 feet (say 10 feet, allo\ving one foot to 
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be lost by friction, &c.) \vhich we must suppose take 
their direction at an angle of 45 degrees; because a body 
projected at an angle of 45 degrees, wil l  describe 
the greatest possible horizontal range. I t  is known also, 
that a body falling 4 feet, and reflected \vith its acquired 
velocity 16,2 feet, at 45 degrees, \Viii reach 16 feet ho
rizontal range, or 4 times the distance of the fall .  
Therefore, hy this rule, l of 10 feet, equal to 2,5 feet, 
is the fall that \vill produce the velocity necessa
ry to this effect, viz. velocity 12,64 feet per second, 
aboute¾ of the striking velocity. 

,.fhis side force cannot be applied to produce any far
ther forward force, after i t  has struck the first obstacle, 
because its action and reaction then balance each other: 
which I demonstrated hy fig. 27. 

Let A be an obstacle, against ,vhich the column of 
,vater G A, of quantity 16 with velocity per second 16, 
strikes; as it strikes A, suppose i t  to change its direction, 
at right angles \vith ¾ velocity and to strike B B, then 
to change again an<l strike for\vard against C C, an<l back
\va1·ds against D l); then again in  the si<le direction 
E E; and again in  the for\vard and back\\0 ard direc
tions, all of \V hich forces counteract, an<l balance, each 
other. 

Therefore, if ,ve suppose the obstacle A to be the 
float of an undershot \Vater \Vhcel, the \vater can be of 
no farther service in propelling it, after the first im
pulse, but rather a disadvantage; because the elasticity 
of the float \vi\1 cause it to rebound in a certain degree, 
and, i nstead of keeping fu l ly  up \V ith the float it struck, 
to react back against the next float. It \vill be better, 
therefore, to let it escape freely as soon as it has fully 
made the stroke; not sooner, however, as it \.Vil1 re
quire a certain space to act in, whieh \viii be in  direct 
proportion to the <listance het\veen the floats. 

}e
"' 
ron1 these considerations, vve 1nay conelude, that the 

greatest effect to be obtained fro1n striking fluids, will 
not an1ount to n1ore than half the po\ver \Vhich gives them 
1notion, and n1uch less, i f  they he not applied to the best 
advantagee: and also, that the effect produced by the 
collision of non-elastic bodies, will be in proportion to 
their non-elasticity. 
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ARTICLE 10. 

OF FALLING BODIES. 

Bodies descending freely by thei: gravity, i� vac�o, 
or in a non-resisting 1nedium, are subject to the follo\v1ng· 

the velocity acquired in falling four feet; so is the square 

5th. The space passed through the first second, i s  

!lMECHANICS. 

la\vs:-
lst. They are equally accelerated. . 
It is evident, that, in every equal part of time, !h e  

body must receive an equal impulse from gravity, which 
will propel it an equal distance, and give i t  an equal ad
ditional velocity; it will, therefore, produce equal effects 
in equal times; and the velocity will be proportioned to 
the tin1e. 

2d. Their velocity is always in proportion to the time 
of their fall, and the time is as the square root of the 
distance fallen. 

If the velocity, at the end of one second, be 32,4 feet 
at the end of t\VO seconds, it will be 64,8, at the end of 
three seconds, 97,2 feet per second, and so on. 

3d. The spaces through which they pass are as the 
squares of the times or velocities. 

That is, as the square of one second is to the space 
passed through, 16,2, so is the square of two seconds, 
which is 4, to 64,8 feet� passed through at the end of 2 
seconds; and so on, for any number of secouds. "fhere
fore the spaces passed through at the encl of every second, 
will be as the square nunibers I ,  4, 9, 16, 25, �6, &c. 
and the spaces passe<l through, in each second separate
ly, will be as theeotld numbers 1,  3, 5, 7, 9e,. 1 1 ,  13, 15, &c. 

4th. Their velocities are as the square root of the 
space descende,d through, and their force, to produce ef
fect, as their distances fallen, directly.

That is, as the square root of 4, \vhich is 2, is to 16,2, 

root of any other distance, to the velocity acquired in 
falling that distance. 

very nearly 16,2 feet, and the velocity acquired, at the 
lowest point, is 32,4 feet, per second. 

6th·. A body will pass through t,vice the space, in a 
horizontal direction, with the last acquired velocity of 
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the descending body, in the same time that its fall re
quired. 

That is, suppose the body as it arrives at the lowest 
point of. its fall, and has acquired its greatest velocity, 
was to be turned i n  a horizontal direction, or that the 
acctlera.tion fron1 gravity ,vas at that moment to cease, 
and the velocity to continue uniform, it would then pass 
over double the distance that it  had descended through, 
in the same time. 

7th. 'fhe total su1n of the effective impulse acting on 
fa1ling bodies to give them velocity, is in direct proportion 
to the space descended through;* an<l their velocity be
ing as the square root of the space descended through, 
or, which is the same as the square root of the total im
pulse. Therefore, 

8th. 'fheir momentums, or force to produce effects, 
are as the squares of their velocities,t or directly as their 
distances fallen through; and the times expended in 
producing the effects, are as the square root of the dis
tance fallen through. 

That is, if a body fall 16 feet, and strike a non-elastic 
body, such as soft lead, clay, &c., it \viii strike with ve
locity 32, and produce a certain effect in a certain ti1ne. 
Again, if it fall 64 feet, it  \Vill strike \Vith velocity 64, 
and produce a quadruple effect, in a double time; be
cause if a perfectly elastic body fall 16 feet (in one second 
of time, and strike a perfectly elastic plane, \vith velo
city 32 feet,) it will rise 16  feet in one second of time. 
Again, if the body fall t\vo seconds of time, it \\:ill fall 64 
feet, and strike \vith velocity 64, and rise 6,4: feet in two 
seconds of time. N o,v, if \Ve call the rising of the body 
the effect of the striking velocity ( which i t  really is) 
then all ,viii appear clear. I am a\\'are that any thing 
here advanced, vvhich is contrary to the opinion of 
]earned and ingenious authors, ought to be doubted, un
less found to agree ,vith practice. 

• This is evi<lcnt from the consideration, thnt in every equal part of distance it 
descend� through, it recciv�s :,,n equally effect_ivctimpuls<> f, orn gravity. There. _
fore, 4 times the <l1sta11cc gives 4 t:mcs the <:flc;cttve impulse.

t This is evident, when we consi1le1·, that a quadruple distance, or impulse, 
produces only double velocity, and that a qHaclruplc resistance will be required 
to stop double velocity ; conscq11ently, their force is ns the squares of their velo
cities, which brings them to he directly as their distanc<:s descemk<l through : 
:u1<l this agrees with the S<:cond law of spouting fluids, Art. 45. 
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This scale shows at one view, all the laws ob5erved by falling bodies. The body O would fall from_ 0 to 1 ,  eq?al to 16,2 feet, in the first second, and acquire a velocity that would carry it 32,4 feet from I to a, horizontally, 
in the next second, by laws 5 and 6; thi� velocit� would also carry it down to three in the same time; but its gravity, producing equal effects, in equal times, wi_ll acce
lerate it so much as to take it to 4 i n  the same time, by law 1 .  It will now have a velocity of 64,8 feet per second, that will take it to b horizontally, or down to 8, but gravity will help it on to 9 in the same time. Its velocity will now be 97,2 feet; which will take it horizontally to c, or down to 15, but gravity will help it on to 16; and its )ast acquired velocity will be 129,6 feet, per second, ,vhich would carry it to d horizontally. 

If either of these horizontal velocities be continued, -the body will pass over double the distance it fell, in the same time, by law 6·. 
Again, if O be ptrfectly elastic, and faHing, strik.es a perfectly elastic plane, either at 1, 3, 5, or 7, the effective force of its- strt>ke will cause it to rise again to O in the same space of time it took to fall .  This shows-, that in every equal part of distance, it received an equally effective· imptilse from gravity, aml that the total sum of the effective impulse is as the distance fallen directly-and the effective force of the stroke will be as the squares- of the velocities, b-y laws 7 

ARTICLE 11 .  
OF BODIES DESCENDING INCLINED PLAN-ES AND CURVED 

BoDIEs de�cending inclined planes and curved surfaces, are subject to the following laws:-1 .  They are equabl'y accelerated because their 1no-' tion i� the effect of gravity. 
2. The fore� of gravity propelling the body A, fig. !J, to descend an 1ncl1ned plane A D, is to the absolute gra-

_ 
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and 8. 

SURF�\CES. 
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vity of the body, as the height of the plane A C  is to its 
length AD. 

3. The spaces descended through are as the squares 
of the times. 

4. The times in \Vhich the different planes A D, A H, 
and A I, or the altitude A C, are passed over, are as 
their lengths res pee ti vely. 

5. The velocities acquired in descending such planes, 
in the lowest points, D, H, I, or C, are all equal� 

6. 1'hc times anci velocities of bodies descending
through planes alike inclined to the horizon, are as the 
square roots of their lengths. 

7. Their velocities, in all cases, are as the square roots 
of their perpendicular descent. 

From these Jaws or properties of bodies descending in
clined planes, are deduced the follo,ving corollaries; 
namely:-

1 .  That the ti1nes in ,vhich a body descends througl1 
the diameter A C, or any chord A a, A e, or A i, are 
equal : hence, 

2. All the chords of a circle are described in equal 
•times. 

3 •. The velocity acquired in descending through any 
arch, or chord of an arch, of a circle, as at C, in the 
lowest point C, is equal to the velocity that would be ac
quired in falling through the perpendicular height F C. 

Pendulums in motion have the same properties, the 
rod or string acting as the smooth, curved surface. 

For illustrations of these properties, see Kater and 
Lardner�s Mechanics, p .  79, or any general treatise on 
that subject. 

ARTICLE 12. 

ON THE MOTION OF PROJECTILES. 

A projectile is a body thrown, or projected, in any
direction; such as a stone from the hand, water spouting 
from any vessel, a ball from a cannon, &c. ,  fig. 6 .  
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Every projectile is acted upon by_ t,vo forces at the 
same time· namely Impulse and Gravity. 

By impulse, or the projectile force, �he body �i pass ·11 

over equal distances, A H, H C, &c., in equal_t1 m�s, by 
1st general law of motion, Art. 7, and by grav�ty, it de
scends through the spaces A G, G H, &c., ,�h1ch ar� as 
the squares of the times, by 3d la\V of falling bodies, 
Art. 9. Therefore, by these forces con1pounded, the 
body will describe the curve A Q, called a par�bola; an� 

. -
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this will be the case in all, except perpendicular d�
rectionss: the curve will vary with the elevation, yet it 
,vill still be what is called a parabola. 

If the body be projected at an angle of 45 degrees ele
vation, it will be thro,vn to the greatest horizontal dis
tance possible; and, if projected \Yith double velocity, it 
,vill describe a quadruple range. 

.\RTICLB 13. 

OF CIRCULAR MOTION AND CENTRAL FORCES. 

If a body i\, fig. 7, be suspended hy a string A C, 
and caused t o  move round the centre C, that tendency 
,vhich it has to fly from the centre, is called the centri
fugal force; and the action upon a body, which con
stantly solicits it towards a centre, is called the centri-
petal force. This is represented by the string, which 
keeps the body A, in the circle A M. Speaking of these 
t\vo forces indifferently, they are called central forces.* 

The particular laws of this species of 1notion, are, 
I.  Equal bodies describing equal circles i n  equal.times, have equal central forces . 
2 .  Unec_iual bodies describing equal circles in  unequal.t1n1es, t�e1�• central forces are as their quantities of mat

ter n1ult1pl1ed into their velocities. 

• It may be ,vell to observe her�, that this central force is no real power, but 
only an effect of the power that gives motion to the body. It� 'inertia causes it 
!o recede from �he centre, �ncl fly off in a. direct tangent, with the circle it moves 
111: therefor� this central f?rce c�n neither add to, nor clin1inish the power of 
any n1�ch:uucal or hydraul!c engine, unless it be by friction and inertia where 
water 1s the 1noving power ::i.nd the machine changes its direction. 

, 
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3. Equal bodies describing unequal circles in equal 
times, their velocities and central forces are as their dis• 
tances from their centres of motion, or as the radii of their 
circles.* 

4. Unequal bodies describing unequal circles in equal 
times, their central forces are as their quantities of mat• 
ter multiplied into their distances from their centres, or 
the radii of their circles. 

5. Equal bodies describing equal circles in unequal 
tin1es, their central �orces are as the squares of their ve• 
locities; or, in other \vords, a double velocity generates 
a quadruple central force. t Therefore, 

6. Unequal bodies describing equal circles in unequal 
times, their central forces are as their quantities multi• 
plied into their velocities. 

7. Equal bodies describing unequal circles with equal 
celerities, their central forcl"S are inversely as their dis• 
tances from their centres of motion, or the radii of their 
�ircles.t  

• This shows, that when mill-stones are of unequal diameters, and revolve in 
equal times, th� lilfgest should have the draught of their furrows less, in propor
tion as their central force is more; which is in inverse proportion; also, that the 
drau�ht ofa stone should vtlry, and be in inverse proportion to the distance from 

the centre. That is, the greater the distance, the less the draught. 
Hence we conclucle, th�t if stories revolve in equal times, their draught muat 

he equal near the cel]trc: that ist so much of the large stones, as is equal to the 
size ofthe small ones, must be ot" equal draught. But that part which is greater,
must have less draught in inve1'Se iwopprtion; as the distance from the centre is 
greater, the furrows must cross at so much ,ess angle; which will be nearly the 
case (if their furrows lead to an equal distance from their centres) at any consi
derable diti�ance from the centre of the stone; but near the centre the angles be
come greater than the proportio1): if the furrows b,e straight, as appears by the 
lines, g 1 ,  h 1_, g 2, h 2, g 3_, h_ 3, in fig. 1, PL XI, the angles near the centre are 
too great. winch seems to 1ncl1cate that the furrows of mill-stones should not be 
straight, put a lit!le r;urveed; but what this curve s�ould be is very difficult to _Jay down exactl_y 1n pl'actice. By theory it should be such as to cause the angle
offurrows crossing, to change in inverse proportion with th� distance from the 
ce1,tre, which will require the furrows to curye more, � they .approach the cen
tre. 
· t This shows that mill ston�s of equal diameters, having theit· velocities un
tqual, should have the dr.tught 9f their furrows, as the square roots of their num
ber of revolutions per minute. Thus, suppose the revolutioJ1s of one stone, the 
furrows of which nre correctly made, to be 81 per minute, and the mean dr<lught 
of the fu1TO\VS 5 inches, ancl found to be right, the revolutions of the other stone 
to be 100; then, to find the �r ..u,ght, say, as the square root �f 81, which_is 9, is 
to the 5 inches dr:111ght, so 1s the :,quare root of 100, which 1s 10, to 4,S inches, 
�he draught required (by inycrse proportion,) because the draught must decrease 
ns the ccntn>.l force incre;ascs, 

t That is, the greater the distance, the less the central force. This show!! th!lt 
mill.st,m<-'s of diflc:rcnt 1Jia17wtcrll, h�,,in� their peripherit, reyolving ,vith equal 
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8. Equal bodies describing unequal circles, having
their central forces equal; their periodical times are as 
the square roots of their distances. 

9. Therefore the squares of t�e �eriodical times a�e 
proportional to the cubes of their d1sta!1�es, whennnei_ther the periodical times nor the celer1t1es are given.
In that case, 

10. The central forces are as the squares of the dis• 
tances inversely.* 

velocities, should have the angle of draught, with which their furrows cross 
each other, in inverse proportion to their diameters, because their central forces. 
are as their diameters, by inverse proportion, directly; and the angle of draught
should increase, as the central force decreases, and decrease, as it increases. 

But here we must consider, that, to give stone1i1 of different dia1neters equal
draughts, the distance of their furrows from the centre, must be in direct propor
tion to their diameters. Thus, as 4 feet diameter is to 4 inches draught, so is 5 

feet <lian1eter to 5 inches draught, To make the furrows of each pair or stones 
cross each other at equal angles, in all proportional distances from the centre, see 
fig. 1, Plate XI. where g b, g d, g f, h a, h c, and h e, show the direction of_tl�e 
furrows of th� 4, 5, and 6 feet stones, with their proportional draughts; now, it 1s 
obvious that they cross each other at eqqal angles, because the respective lines are 
parallel, and cross in each stone, near the middle of the radius; which shows that 
in all proportional distances, they cross at equal angles, consequently their draughts 
are equal.

But the draught must be farther increased, with the diameter of the stone,
in order to increase the angle of draught in the inverse ratio, as the central force 
decreases. 

To do which, say,-Ifthe 4 feet stone has central force equal 1, what central 
foPCe will the 5 feet stone have? Answer: ,8 by the 7th law. 

Then say,-If central force 1 require 5 inches dra11ght. for a 5 feet stone, 
what w:ll central force 8 require? Answer: 6,25 inches draught. This is, sup
posing the verge of each stone tu move ,vith equal velocity. This rule may bring 
out the draught nearly true, provided there be not 1nuch difference hetween the 
diameter of the stones. But it appears to me, that neither tl)e angle with which 
the furrows cross, nor the distance of the point from the centre, to which they di
rect, is a true mtasure of the draught, 

• 1'h�lie are the laws of circular motion and central forces. For experimen
tal demonstrations of them, see Furguson's Lectures on "'.\1.cchanics, page 27 to 47. 

I r:ru1Y here 01:>serve that the whole planetary system is governed by these laws 
o� circular motion and central forces. Gravity acting as the string, is the cen
�tpetal force; and as the power of gravity decreases, as the square of the distance 
increases. and as the centripetal and centrifugal forces must always be equal, in 
order to keep the body in a circle: hence appears the reason why the planets
mo�t rem_ote ft:>m the sun have their n1otion so slow, while those near him have 
their motion swift; because their celerities n1ust be such as to create a·· ce11trifu� 
force equal to tile attraction of grllvity. 
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ARTICLE 14. 

OP' THE CENTRES OF ?,!_.\GNITUDE, l\IOTION, AND GRAVITY. 

The centre of magnitude is that point ,vhicl1 is equal
ly distant from all the external parts of a body. 

2. The centre of 1notion is that point which remains 
at rest, ,vhile all other parts of the body move round it. 

3. The centre of gravity of bodies, is of great conse
quence to be ,ve11 un<lerstoocl, it being the principle of 
much n1echanical 1notion; it possesses the following par
ticular properties. 

1 .  If a body be suspended on this point, as its centre 
of  motion, it ,vi11 re1nain at rest in any position.

2. If a body be suspended on any other point than its 
centre of gravity, i t  can rest only in such position, that 
a right line <lra\vn fron1 the centre of the earth through
the centre of gravity, ,viii intersect the point of suspension. 

3. \Vhen this point is supported, the ,vhole body i� 
kept from falling. 

4. ,vhen this point is at liberty to descend in a right
line, the whole body ,vill fall. 

5. The centre of gravity of all homogeneal bodies, as 
squares, circles, spheres, &c., is the n1iddle point in a 
line connecting any t,vo opposite points or angles.

6. In a triangle, i t  is in a right line dra\vn from any
angle to bisect the opposite side, and at the distance of 
one-third of its length from the side bisected. 

7 .  In a hollo,v cone, it is in a right line passing from 
the apex to the centre of the base, and at the distance 
of one third of the side from the base. 

8. In a solid cone, it is one-fourth of the side from the 
base, in  a line dra\vn from the apex to the centre of the 
base. 

The solution of many curious phenomena, as, why 
many bodies stan<l n1ore firmly on their bases than others; 
and ,vhy son1e bodies lean considerably over without fall
ing, depends upon a kno,vle<lge of the position of the 
centre of gravity. 

Hence appears the reason, why ,vhcel-carriages, load-
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	,v
	hen 
	two 
	bodies 
	p
	ual, 
	and 

	The first of these laws results, necessarily, from the inertia of 1natter. The assertion, however, that a body in motion would continue to move in a right line, may require some illustration. That motion when once com1nunicated ,vould 11ever cease, is fairly inferred from the fact, that the motion is continue(l in the exact proportion in ,vhich the obstruction is din1inishe<l. A pendulum ,vill vibrate longer in air than in water, and longer still in an exhausted receiver, and stops at last in conseuence of
	-
	q
	p

	When a stone is thrown in a horizontal direction, as 
	n1otion is constantly retarded, it also n1oves in a curve, 
	and eventually falls to the ground. The retardation, in 
	this case, is exactly proportioned to the density of the 
	air, and the curve in which it moves is the consequence 
	of the gravity, ,vhich is al,vays drawing it to
	force of 

	\vards the : the curve in which it moves is deter
	earth 

	mined by this kno,vn force, and is precisely propor
	tionate to it. It necessarily follows, that, if the cause 
	of retardation, and of deflexion were both removed, that 
	of retardation, and of deflexion were both removed, that 
	the body would continue its course in a right line. The preceding retnarks n1ay serve to iŁlustrate the second, as well as the first la,v. 

	The third Ia,v is confir1ned bv all our observations on 
	the motions of the heavenly bodies, and by all our expe
	-

	riments. If a glass bottle be struck by a ha1n1ner, or a hammer by a glass bottle, the bottle ,vill in either case be broken by the san1e degree of moving po,ver: \Vere the hamn1er equally fragile \Vith the bottle, both ,vould be broken. If a stone be thro,vn-against a pane of glass, the glass ,vi11 be broken, and the stone be retarded, in exact proportion to the resistance offered by the glass. 
	To assert the contrary of this la,v_, \Vould be to n1aintain an absurdity; for if action and reaction be not equal, one must be greater than the otl1er, which would be to say that the effect ,vas greater than, or not equal to, the cause. 
	AR1'ICLE 4 . 
	.. 
	JATJVJ,J MOTION. 
	ON AnSOLVTE AND RET

	The idea intended to he conveyc<l by the tern1 1nntion, is too familiar to require a <lefinition. 
	Motio11 is. either absolute, or relative . 
	.11.bsolute 1notion is the removal of a body from one part of space to another, as the motion of the earth in its orbit. 
	Relative 1notion, is the cliange of place ,vhich one body undergoes in relationshi> totanother: such, for example, 111 the flight of two birds, or the sailing of t,vo ships. 
	J
	as the difference of motion 

	\Vere all the articles upon the surface of the earth to retain their respective situations, they \vould still be in absolute motion \\·ith the earth in space, but they ,voulcl experience no relative motion, and \Vould appear to us to be at rest. 
	In the thcorv of 1ncchanics, 1nuch information is 
	de-

	• v 
	heavenly bodies in their absolute motions; but, in prac
	-
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	mechanics, we have to do with relative motion,only. 
	tical 

	On, equable, accelerated, and retarded Motion. 
	Time must, of necessity, enter into the idea of mo• tion, as it is the measure of its velocity. Thus, a bodywhich passes the distance of two miles in an hour, moves ,vith twice the velocity of another, which, in the same time, travels but one mile. 
	body in motion may continue to move with the same 
	A 

	velocity throughout its whole coursen; its 1notion is then
	•
	•
	said to be equable : or, 

	Its 1notion may be perpetually increasing, as is the 
	case ,vith falling bodies. This is denominated accele
	'rated motion,. 
	Retarded 1notion, is that ,vhich is continually de• 
	creasing; such is the motion of a stone, or of a cannon 
	ball, projected perpendicularly up,vards. 
	The cause of the equable acceleration of falling bodies, 
	• 
	and the retardation of such as are projected ut>,vards from the earth, will be rendered clear, by attending to the article on falling bodies. 
	Artifact
	ARTICLE 5. 
	OF MOME:O.TUM. 
	It is known to every one that if the velocity of a movingbody be increased, the force ,vith ,vhich it ,vill strike against another body will be increased alson: the fact is equŁlly fan1iliar, that if the weight of a body in motion be increased, the result will be similar. It is evident, threfore, hat the force with which a body in 1notion strikes against another body, n1ust be in the co1ratio of its elocity, and its mass, or quantity. of matter. Ths force 1Ł called its momentitJn, ,vhich is the productof 1s
	Ł
	Ł
	npound 
	Ł
	Ł
	Ł

	_
	1notin; or, 1n other words, its weight 1nultiplied by its 
	Ł

	velocity. 
	The effects produced by the collision of bodies against each other differ greatly in those which are elastic, from those that are nonelastic, which will be more particularly noticed presently. 
	Artifact
	ARTICLE 6. 
	ON POW.ER, OR FORCE, AND ON THE MOTIVE FOWER. 
	Force, or Power, in a mechanical sense, is that which causes a change in the state of a body, from motion to rest, or from rest, to motion. 
	When two or more forces act upon a body, in such a way as to destroy the operation of each other, there is then said to be an equilibrium of forces. 
	The Motive Powers, are those which we employ to produce motion in machines : these are, the strength of men, and of other animals; the descent of weights; the force of water in motion; wind, or the motion of the air; the elasticity of springs, and the elastic force of steam. The whole of these are included in the two principles of Gravitation and Elasticity. 
	Attempts have been made to employ other agents as 
	motive powers, but these have either failed altogether, or have not been attended with that success ,vhich justifies the giving to them a place in a practical ,vork. Among these may be mentioned magnetism; electricity; condensed air; air rendered more elastic by heating it; 
	explosive gases and fulminating compounds. 
	ARTICLE 7. 
	ON THE EFFECT OF COLLISION, OR IMPACT. 
	The striking of bodies against each other is deno
	minated collision, or impact. 
	Bodies are divided into elastic, and nonelastic. By · elastic bodies are intended those which resume their di
	-
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	mensions and form, when the force which changed then1 retnoved. Nonelastic bodies are those \:vhich not only e their for1ns, \vhen struck, but ren1ain permanentY altered in this particular. 1\lthough there are no solid bo<lies \.vhich possess either of these properties n perfection, yet the <liference bet,veen tho�e ,vh1c1 are 
	is 
	chang
	!
	Ł
	f 
	!

	_
	most, and those \vhich are least elastic, 1s sufficiently great to justify the <livision. 
	Ivory, and har<lened steel are eminently elastic. Such bodies, when struck together, beco1ne flattened at the point of contact; but i1nn1e<liately resuming their form, they react upon each other, and rebound. Lead and soft clay arc nonelastic: if two balls of either of these substances be struck together, a permanent flattening is produced at their points of contact, and they dŁ not rebound. 
	If two nonelastic bodies, A and B, fig. 1, each having the same quantity of 1natter, move to\vards each other with equal velocities, they will co1ne into contact, as at A B, in the centre, ,vhere they \.Vill ren1ain at rest after the stroke, because their mo1nentums were equal, and in opposite directions. That is, if each have two pounds of matter, and a velocity \vhich we may call ten, the rnomentum of each is twenty; and just sufficient, therefore, 
	·' 

	to destroy each other. 
	If, on the contrary, the bodies be perfectly elastic, 
	they will recede from each other ,vith the sa1ne velocity 
	with which they 1net. In the former case, a permanents· 
	indentation was produced bodies; 
	on 
	the 
	in 
	the 
	pre

	the flattening is instantaneous only, and the par
	s
	;
	nt, 

	their forn1er position and arrangement,
	ticles 
	resuming 

	other ith a force equal to their action,
	react 
	upon 
	each 
	\v

	after the stroke, recede with undiminished 
	and, 
	velo

	city.? bodies, A and B fig. 2 moving in the 
	If 
	tw
	no
	Ł
	elastic 

	3 
	after the stroke their velocity ,vill be 6; ,vhich multiplied into their quantity of matter 2, produces 12� The quantity of 1notion before and after the stroke, or, which is the same thing, their momentums, will be unchanged. 
	If, on the contrary, they had both been elastic, and movingas before, then, after the stroke, A would have moved with four, and B with eight degrees of velocity : they would consequently have interchanged velocities, but the quantity of motion would remain unchanged. 
	If A and B be nonelac:.tic bodies, equal in quantity of matter, and A moving with a velocity 10, come into contact with B at rest, they will move on together with the velocity 5. The quantity of motion will therefore remain unchanged, a double mass moving with one half the velocity. If the bodies A aod B be both elastic, B, after the stroke, will fly off with the velocity IO, and A will remain at rest. The quantity of 1notion will, as before, remain unchanged. To understand this difference between elastic
	ARTICLE 8. 
	ON COMPOUND MOTION. 
	Ir a body be struck by two equal forces, in contrary directions, it will remain unmoved; but if the forces, instead of acting on the body in directions exactly opposite, strike it in two directions inclined to each other, motion will be communicated to the body so struck; but its direction will not be that of either of the striking ho
	-

	,j 
	., 
	,.i 
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	dies, but somewhere bet\veen then1, dependent upon the power of the -blo,vs respectively. The motion in this is n1anifestly cornpounde<l of the two possessed bystriking bodies, and is therefore called a compound 
	case 
	the 

	motion. 
	If a body A, fig. 4, receive two strokes, orsimpulses 
	_
	at the same time, in different directions, one ,vh1ch \vould propel it fron1 A to B in a given tin1e, and another 
	_
	which \vould propel it from A to D in an equal t1m,then this compound force \vill 'J)ropel it from A to C, 1n the same time in \vhich it would have arrived at H or 1) by one in1puJse only. If lines be dra,vn from C, to join B, and D, the parallelogram A B C D, \vill be formed, in the diagonal of ,vhich the compound 1notion was perforn1ed. If the t,vo i1npulses had been equal, then AD would be equal to A B, and the parallelogra1n "·ould become a square. 
	Ł

	Artifact
	ARTICLE 9. 
	OF NON-ELASTICITY, AND OF FLUIDITY, IN IŁIPINGING BODIES. 
	If A and B, fig. 3, be two columns of matter in motion, meeting each other, and equal in non-elasticity, quantity, and velocity, they will meet at the dotted line e e, destroy each other's motion, and remain at rest, pro
	-

	vided none of their parts separate. 
	But if A be elastic, and B non-elastic, ,vhen they 1neet atse e, B will give \Vay by battering up, and both will move a little farther; that is, half the distance that B shortens. 
	But if B be a column of fluid, and ,vhen it -strikes A, flies of in a lateral direction perpendicular to A, then whatever is the stun total of the momentums of these particles laterally, has not been con1municatetl to A. 
	But \Vith what proportion of the striking velocity the fluid, after the stroke, will move the lateral <lirection, I do not find determined; but fro1n some experiments I have n1ade, I suppose it to be more than one half; because \vater falling four feet, and striking a horizontal plane \vith 16,2 feet velocity \vill cast some fe\v drops to the distance of 9 feet (say 10 feet, allo\ving one foot to 
	in 
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	be lost by friction, &c.) \vhich we must suppose take their direction at an angle of 45 degrees; because a body projected at an angle of 45 degrees, will describe the greatest possible horizontal range. It is known also, that a body falling 4 feet, and reflected \vith its acquired velocity 16,2 feet, at 45 degrees, \Viii reach 16 feet horizontal range, or 4 times the distance of the fall. Therefore, hy this rule, l of 10 feet, equal to 2,5 feet, is the fall that \vill produce the velocity necessary to thi
	,.fhis side force cannot be applied to produce any farther forward force, after it has struck the first obstacle, because its action and reaction then balance each other: which I demonstrated hy fig. 27. 
	Let A be an obstacle, against ,vhich the column of ,vater GA, of quantity 16 with velocity per second 16, strikes; as it strikes A, suppose it to change its direction, at right angles \vith ¾ velocity and to strike B B, then to change again an<l strike for\vard against CC, an<l back\va1·ds against D l); then again in the si<le direction E E; and again in the for\vard and back\\ard directions, all of \V hich forces counteract, an<l balance, each other. 
	0 

	Therefore, if ,ve suppose the obstacle A to be the float of an undershot \Vater \Vhcel, the \vater can be of no farther service in propelling it, after the first impulse, but rather a disadvantage; because the elasticity of the float \vi\1 cause it to rebound in a certain degree, and, instead of keeping fully up \Vith the float it struck, to react back against the next float. It \vill be better, therefore, to let it escape freely as soon as it has fully made the stroke; not sooner, however, as it \.Vil1 re
	}eron1 these considerations, vve 1nay conelude, that the greatest effect to be obtained fro1n striking fluids, will not an1ount to n1ore than half the po\ver \Vhich gives them 1notion, and n1uch less, if they he not applied to the best advantagee: and also, that the effect produced by the collision of non-elastic bodies, will be in proportion to their non-elasticity. 
	"' 

	!l
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	la\vs:lst. They are equally accelerated. 
	-

	. 
	It is evident, that, in every equal part !body must receive an equal impulse from gravity, which will propel it an equal distance, and give it an equal additional velocity; it will, therefore, produce equal effects in equal times; and the velocity will be proportioned to the tin1e. 
	of 
	time, 
	he 

	Their velocity is always in proportion to the time of their fall, and the time is as distance fallen. 
	2d. 
	the 
	square 
	root of 
	the 

	If the velocity, at the end of one second, be 32,4 feet at the end of t\VO seconds, it will be 64,8, at the end of three seconds, 97,2 feet per second, and so on. 
	3d. The spaces through which they pass are as the squares of the times or velocities. 
	That is, as the square of one second is to the space passed through, 16,2, so is the square which is 4, to 64,8 feet� passed through at the end of 2 seconds; and so on, for any number of secouds. "fherefore the spaces passed through at the encl of every second, will be as the square nunibers I, 4, 9, 16, 25, �6, &c. and the spaces passe<l through, in each second separatewill beastheeotld numbers 1, 3, 5, 7, 9e11, 13, 15, &c. 4th. Their velocities are as the square root of the space descende,d through, and
	of 
	two 
	seconds, 
	ly, 
	,. 
	to 

	their distances fallen, directly.That is, as the square root of \v16,2, 
	fe
	ct, 
	as 
	4, 
	hich 
	is 
	2, 
	is 
	to 

	root other distance, to the acquired in 
	of 
	any 
	velocity 

	falling that distance. 
	very and the velocity acquired, at the lowest point, is 32,4 feet, per second. 
	nearly 
	16,2 
	feet, 

	6th·. A body will pass through t,vice the horizontal direction, with the ast 
	space, 
	in 
	a 
	l
	acquired 
	velocity 
	of 

	the descending body, in the same time that its fall required. 
	That is, suppose the body as it arrives at the lowest point of. its fall, and has acquired its greatest velocity, was to be turned in a horizontal direction, or that the acctlera.tion fron1 gravity ,vas at that moment to cease, and the velocity to continue uniform, it would then pass over double the distance that it had descended through, in the same time. 
	7th. 'fhe total su1n of the effective impulse acting on fa1ling bodies to give them velocity, is in direct proportion to the space descended through;* an<l their velocity being as the square root of the space descended through, or, which is the same as the square root of the total impulse. Therefore, 
	8th. 'fheir momentums, or force to produce effects, are as the squares of their velocities,t or directly as their distances fallen through; and the times expended in producing the effects, are as the square root of the distance fallen through. 
	That is, if a body fall 16 feet, and strike a non-elastic body, such as soft lead, clay, &c., it \viii strike with velocity 32, and produce a certain effect in a certain ti1ne. Again, if it fall 64 feet, it \Vill strike \Vith velocity 64, and produce a quadruple effect, in a double time; because if a perfectly elastic body fall 16 feet (in one second of time, and strike a perfectly elastic plane, \vith city 32 feet,) it will rise 16 feet in one second of time. Again, if the body fall t\vo seconds of time,
	velo
	]earned 

	• This is evi<lcnt fom the consideration, thnt in every equal part of distance it descendthrough,it recciv�s :,,n equally effect_ivctimpuls<> f, orn gravity. There
	r
	Ł 

	. _
	fore, 4times the <l1sta11cc gives 4 t:mcs the <:flc;cttve impulse.
	t This is evident, when we consi1le1·, that a quadruple distance, or impulse, produces only double velocity, and that a qHaclruplc resistance will be required to stop double velocity; conscq11ently, their force is ns the squares of their velocities, which brings them to he directly as their distanc<:s descemk<l through : :u1<l this agrees with the S<:cond law of spouting fluids, Art. 45. 
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	vity of the body, as the height of the plane AC is to its length AD. 
	3. 
	3. 
	3. 
	The spaces descended through are as the squares of the times. 

	4. 
	4. 
	The times in \Vhich the different planes AD, A H, and A I, or the altitude A C, are passed over, are as their lengths res pee ti vely. 

	5. 
	5. 
	The velocities acquired in descending such planes, in the lowest points, D, H, I, or C, are all equalŁ 

	6. 
	6. 
	1'hc times anci velocities of bodies descendingthrough planes alike inclined to the horizon, are as the square roots of their lengths. 

	7. 
	7. 
	Their velocities, in all cases, are as the square roots of their perpendicular descent. 


	From these Jaws or properties of bodies descending inclined planes, are deduced the follo,ving corollaries; namely:
	-

	1. That the ti1nes in ,vhich a body descends througl1 the diameter A C, or any chord A a, A e, or A i, are equal: hence, 
	2. All the chords of a circle are described in equal 
	•
	times. 
	3 •. The velocity acquired in descending through any arch, or chord of an arch, of a circle, as at C, in the lowest point C, is equal to the velocity that would be acquired in falling through the perpendicular height F C. 
	Pendulums in motion have the same properties, the rod or string acting as the smooth, curved surface. 
	For illustrations of these properties, see Kater and LardnerŁs Mechanics, p. 79, or any general treatise on that subject. 
	ARTICLE 12. 
	ON THE MOTION OF PROJECTILES. 
	A projectile is a body thrown, or projected, in anydirection; such as a stone from the hand, water spouting from any vessel, a ball from a cannon, &c., fig. 6. 
	. 
	-
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	' ' 
	this will the in all, except perpendicular rectionss: the curve will vary with the elevation, yet it ,vill still be what is called a parabola. 
	be 
	case 
	d�

	If the body be projected at an angle of 45 degrees elevation, it will be thro,vn to the greatest horizontal distance possible; and, if projected \Yith double velocity, it ,vill describe a quadruple range. 
	Artifact
	.\RTICLB 13. 
	OF CIRCULAR MOTION AND CENTRAL FORCES. 
	If a body i\, fig. 7, be suspended hy a string A C, and caused to move round the centre C, that tendency ,vhich it has to fly from the centre, is called the centrifugal force; and the action upon a body, which constantly solicits it towards a centre, is called the centri
	-

	petal force. This is represented by the string, which 
	keeps the body A, in the circle AM. Speaking of these t\vo forces indifferently, they are called central forces.* The particular laws of this species of 1notion, are, 
	I. Equal bodies describing equal circles in equal
	I. Equal bodies describing equal circles in equal
	.

	times, have equal central forces . 
	2. Unec_iual bodies describing equal circles in unequal
	2. Unec_iual bodies describing equal circles in unequal
	.

	t1n1es, tŁe1• central forces are as their quantities of ter n1ult1pl1ed into their velocities. 
	Ł
	mat

	• It mabe ,vell to observe her, that this cetrafre is no real power, but only an effect of the power that gives motion to the body. ItŁ 'inertia causes it o recede fom he centre, Łncl fly off in a. direct tangent, with the circle it moves 
	y 
	Ł
	n
	l 
	o
	c
	!
	r
	Ł

	111: thereforthis central f?rce cn neither add to, nor clin1inish the power of any n1ch:uucal or hydraul!c engine, unless it be by friction and inertia where 
	Ł 
	Ł
	Ł

	water 1s the 1noving power ::i.nd the machine changes its direction. 
	, 

	3. 
	3. 
	3. 
	Equal bodies describing unequal circles in equal times, their velocities and central forces are as their dis• tances from their centres of motion, or as the radii of their circles.* 

	4. 
	4. 
	Unequal bodies describing unequal circles in equal times, their central forces are as their quantities of mat• ter multiplied into their distances from their centres, or the radii of their circles. 

	5. 
	5. 
	Equal bodies describing equal circles in unequal tin1es, their central Łorces are as the squares of their ve• locities; or, in other \vords, a double velocity generates a quadruple central force. t Therefore, 

	6. 
	6. 
	Unequal bodies describing equal circles in unequal times, their central forces are as their quantities multi• plied into their velocities. 

	7. 
	7. 
	Equal bodies describing unequal circles with equal celerities, their central forcl"S are inversely as their dis• tances from their centres of motion, or the radii of their Łircles.t 


	• This shows, that when mill-stones are of unequal diameters, and revolve in equal times, th� lilfgest should have the draught of their furrows less, in proportion as their central force is more; which is in inverse proportion; also, that the drau�ht ofa stone should vtlry, and be in inverse proportion to the distance from the centre. That is, the greater the distance, the less the draught. 
	Hence we conclucle, th�t if stories revolve in equal times, their draught muat he equal near the cel]trc: that ist so much of the large stones, as is equal to the size ofthe small ones, must be ot" equal draught. But that part which is greater,must have less draught in inve1'Se iwopprtion; as the distance from the centre is greater, the furrows must cross at so much ,ess angle; which will be nearly the case (if their furrows lead to an equal distance from their centres) at any considerable diti�ance from t
	lines, g 1, h 1
	_, 

	_
	Jay down exactl_y 1n pl'actice. By theory it should be such as to cause the angleoffurrows crossing, to change in inverse proportion with th� distance from the ce1,tre, which will require the furrows to curye more, � they .approach the cen
	tre. 
	· t This shows that mill ston�s of equal diameters, having theit· velocities un
	tqual, should have the dr.tught 9f their furrows, as the square roots of their num
	ber of revolutions per minute. Thus, suppose the revolutioJ1s of one stone, the 
	furrows of which nre correctly made, to be 81 per minute, and the mean dr<lught 
	of the fu1TO\VS 5 inches, ancl found to be right, the revolutions of the other stone 
	to be 100; then, to find the Łr .
	.u,ght, say, as the square root f 81, which_is 9, is to the 5 inches dr:111ght, so 1s the :,quare root of 100, which 1s 10, to 4,S inches, 
	Ł

	Łhe draught required (by inycrse proportion,) because the draught must decrease ns the ccntn>.l force incre;ascs, 
	!lt mill.st,m<-'s of diflc:rcnt 1Jia17wtcrll, hŁ,,inŁ their peripherit, reyolving ,vith equal 
	t That is, the greater the distance, the less the central force. This show!! th
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	8. 
	8. 
	8. 
	Equal bodies describing unequal circles, havingtheir central forces equal; their periodical times are as the square roots of their distances. 

	9. 
	9. 
	Therefore the squares of t�e eriodical times ae proportional to the cubes of their d1sta!1es, whennnei
	Ł
	Ł
	Ł



	_
	ther the periodical times nor the celer1t1es are given.In that case, 
	10. The central forces are squares of the dis• tances inversely.* 
	as the 

	velocities, should have the angle of draught, with which their furrows cross ther, in inverse proportion to their diameters, because their central forces. tly; and the angle of draughtshould increase, as the central force decreases, and decrease, as it increases. 
	each o
	are as their diameters, by inverse proportion, direc

	But here we must consider, that, to give stone1i1 of different dia1neters equalt be in direct proporraught, so is 5 feet <lian1eter to 5 inches draught, To make the furrows of each pair or stones cross each other at equal angles, in all proportional distances from the centre, see fig. 1, Plate XI. where g b, g d, g f, h a, h c, and h e, show the direction of_tl�e furrows of th� 4, 5, and 6 feet stones, with their proportional draughts; now, it 1s obvious that they cross each other at eqqal angles, because 
	draughts, the distance of their furrows from the centre, mus
	tion to their diameters. Thus, as 4 feet diameter is to 4 inches d

	in all proportional distances, they cross at equal angles, consequently their draughts are equal.
	But the draught must be farther increased, with the diameter of the stone,the inverse ratio, as the central force decreases. 
	in order to increase the angle of draught in 

	To do which, say,-Ifthe 4 feet stone has central force equal 1, what central foPCe will the 5 feet stone have? Answer: ,8 by the 7th law. 
	ral force 1 require 5 inches dra11ght. for a 5 feet stone, what w:ll central force 8 require? Answer: 6,25 inches draught. This is, supposing the verge of each stone tu move ,vith equal velocity. This rule may bring out the draught nearly true, provided there be not 1nuch difference hetween the diameter of the stones. But it appears to me, that neither tl)e angle with which the furrows cross, nor the distance of the point from the centre, to which they direct, is a true mtasure of the draught, 
	Then say,-If cent

	• 1'h�lie are the laws of circular motion and central forces. For experimental demonstrations of them, see Furguson's Lectures on "'.\1.cchanics, page 27 to 47. 
	I r:ru1Y here 01:>serve that the whole planetary system is governed by these laws o� circular motion and central forces. Gravity acting as the string, is the cen
	tpetal force; and as the power of gravity decreases, as the square of the distance trifugal forces must always be equal, in order to keep the body in a circle: hence appears the reason why the planetsrem_ote ft:>m the sun have their n1otion so slow, while those near their motion swift; because their celerities n1ust be such as to create ·· 11iŁ 
	Ł
	increases. and as the centripetal and cen
	moŁ
	t 
	him 
	have 
	a
	ce
	tr
	fu

	ttraction of grllvity. 
	force equal to tile a

	1TECIIANICS. [Chap. 1. 
	ARTICLE 14. 
	OP' THE CENTRES OF ?,!_.\GNITUDE, l\IOTION, AND GRAVITY. 
	The centre of magnitude is that point ,vhicl1 is equally distant from all the external parts of a body. 
	2. 
	2. 
	2. 
	The centre of 1notion is that point which remains at rest, ,vhile all other parts of the body move round it. 

	3. 
	3. 
	The centre of gravity of bodies, is of great consequence to be ,ve11 un<lerstoocl, it being the principle of much n1echanical 1notion; it possesses the following particular properties. 


	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	If a body be suspended on this point, as its centre of motion, it ,vi11 re1nain at rest in any position.

	2. 
	2. 
	If a body be suspended on any other point than its centre of gravity, it can rest only in such position, that a right line <lra\vn fron1 the centre of the earth throughthe centre of gravity, ,viii intersect the point of suspension. 

	3. 
	3. 
	\Vhen this point is supported, the ,vhole body iŁ kept from falling. 

	4. 
	4. 
	,vhen this point is at liberty to descend in a rightline, the whole body ,vill fall. 

	5. 
	5. 
	The centre of gravity of all homogeneal bodies, as squares, circles, spheres, &c., is the n1iddle point in a line connecting any t,vo opposite points or angles.

	6. 
	6. 
	In a triangle, it is in a right line dra\vn from angle to bisect the opposite side, and at the distance of one-third of its length from the side bisected. 
	any


	7. 
	7. 
	In a hollo,v cone, it is in a right line passing from apex to the centre of the base, and at the distance of one third of the side from the base. 
	the 



	8. In a solid cone, it is one-fourth of the side from the 
	base, in a line dra\vn from the apex to the centre of the base. 
	The solution of many curious phenomena, as, why many bodies stan<l n1ore firmly on their bases than others; and ,vhy son1e bodies lean considerably over without falling, depends upon a kno,vle<lge of the position of the centre of gravity. 
	Hence appears the reason, why ,vhcel-carriages, load
	-





